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Idenix accomphshed gieat deal in 2009 beginning with

major licensing deal with GlaxoSmithKline GSK for

1DX899 now referred to as GSK2248761 non-nucteoside

reverse transcriptase inhibitor NNRfI for the treatment

of HIV/AIDS The GSK transaction allowed us to focus our

resources on the advancement of candidates from three

different hepatitis virus HCV drug classes into clinical

development This was key clinical goal we set out to

achieve in 2009 and am proud to say that we accomplished

that goal

In 2009 GSK made significant progress with CSK2248761

including the successful completion of long term chronic

toxicology and drug drug interaction studies in healthy

volunteers We look forward to the planned initiation by

GSK of broad Phase lb clinical program in both treatment

naive aid treatment experienced HIV patients in 2010

In HCV we are evaluating our lead drug candidate IDX184

liver targeted nucleotide potymerase inhibitor in Phase la

clinical trial in combination with pegylated inteiferon arid

ribavirin in treatment-naïve HCV genotype 1-infected

patients We are pleased with the clinical progress of the

1DX184 program which has continued to demonstrate

antiviral activity and safety in HCV-infected patients In

2009 we filed CTAs for 1DX320 an HCV protease inhibitor

and 1DX375 an HCV nonnucleoside polymerase inhibitor

Both of these drug candidates have shown favorable

pharmacokinetics and safety in Phase clinical programs in

healthy volunteers We look forward to the further

advancement of our HCV programs iii 2010

At Idenix we belive that the futuie of HCV treatment

is likely to include novel combinations of direct-acting

antivirats DAA5 which could eliminate the need for

interferon-based therapies The modest efficacy and

side effect profile of pegylated interferon and ribavirin

have limited the number of treated HCV patients First-

generation antivirats added to current treatment are

expected to make an impact but we expect there wilt stilt

be significant limitations We believe tfiat true change in

treatment will not occur until HCV-infected patients are

able to receive an oral convenient and safe combination

regimen that provides high response rates and minimum

risk of resistance To achieve this new standard we believe

that optimal DAA regimens should combine agents with

multi genotypic coverage distinct modes of action and

complementary resistance profiles While considerable

additional research will be required we believe that it is

likely that at least three drugs from three different HCV

drug classes wilt be required

Our goal is to advance second generation HCV drug

candidates that ill contribute to this transformation in

treatment With clinical candidates that span the major

HCV drug classes we believe Idenix is well positioned to

advance combination drug development strategy both

internally and with partners to change the future HCV

paradigm

would like to thank you our shareholders for your

support and look forward to sharing with you oui progress

throughout the year would also like to thank our

employees board members and trusted advisors foi their

continued contributions to Idenix

jean-Pierie Sommadossi Ph.D

Chairman and Chief Executive OffiLer

Sinc erely
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Chronic hepatitis is Life-threatening disease affecting

the liver The World Health Organization has estimated

that approximately 170 million people worldwidc aie

chronically infected with the hepatitis virus HCV and

an additional three to foui million people are infected

each ycar The current treatment for patients infected

with CV is 48 week course of pegylated interferon

PeglEN and ribaviin RBV This treatment is typically

poorly tolerated and results in sustained viral esponse

SVR which is essentially cure in only approximately

50 percent of patients infected with the most prevalent

and difficult to treat strain of the viius genotype

For the many patients that have failed treatment with PeglIN/

RBV SVR rates with retreatment of PegIFN/RBV are low The

need to improve response iates has led to the development

of drug candidates which target different enzymes in the

virus Life cycle including nucleoside/nucleotide polyrnerase

inhibitois NI non-nucleoside polymerase inhibitors NNI
protease inhibitcirs arid NS5A inhibitors

We expect that the HCV treatment paradigm will evolve

rapidly over the next three to five years with continued

development of direct acting antivirals DAA5 from these

different drug classe We believe that the first
step in the

treatment paradigm shift will include di ugs such as protease

inhibitors or nucleoside polymerase inhibitors added to

PegIFN/RBV These treatments could potentially increase

SVR rates and may also reduce the duration of treatment

for patients

The next significant step in the paradigm shift wilt occur when

interferon and/or ribavirin is eliminated from treatment and

patients could receive an all oral DAA combination regimen

This approach would expand the treatable HCV popcilation

by including those patients who cannot be treatcd with

interferon based therapies or those for whom existing

treatment regimens have been ineffective fhe combination

of two or more direct acting HCV antiviral agents

particularly agents duected against different HCV targets

could potentially lead to more potEnt inhibition of HCV

replication and to better suppression of the emergence

of drug resistance Nuclcosides/nucteotides and protease

inhibitors could be the preferred backbone in combination

regimen due to distinct modes of action complementary

iesistance profiles and broad genotypic activity We believe

it is likely that at least triple combination of diiect-acting

antivirals will be needed for this goat to be achieved Potent

non nucleosides and NS5A inhibitors could be the third or

fourth component of DAA combination regimen

Idenix is building pipeline of HCV drug candidates with

research and development program focused on each of

the major HE drug classes With clinical candidates from

three different classes wc believe Idenix will have the

tools to design DAA combinations within Idenix but also

with other companies We believe that the successful DAA

combinations wilt be those that can significantly increase

SVR rates with improved safety profiles and convenience and

most importantly patients with hepatitis are expected to

benefit if this goal in HCV treatment is realized
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